Baby Matic has grown up!
Welcome to MATICVERSE.

MATICVERSE.

MATICVERSE will be your gateway to the Baby Vengers multiverse! We are ADDING utility to our token while keeping our foundation’s of rewarding our holders with Matic.

THE REBRAND.

As with all babies, they grow up and find their place in the world. In our case we found the NFT and gaming space. We believe adding utility to our token will be key to further growth and longevity. The rebrand symbolizes our evolution as a token.

NFTs AND GAMING.

‘NFT sales volume surges to $2.5 bln in 2021 first half (Forbes).’ Here at MATICVERSE we believe NFTs are the portal to mass adoption of crypto. We have already witnessed how much popular culture figures have been getting involved in the NFT industry. This is an indicator of it being the most likely route for the average person to take to venture into crypto. We will be part of the revolution!

BABYVENGERS GAME.

Game phase 1 will be the Baby Vengers PlayerVEnvironment battle card game. Using our 18 unique superheroes, we will have a variety of traits and rarities you can discover by minting them from our NFT crystals. Using these characters, you can level up by defeating villains, earn Maticverse rewards as you progress, all the while indulging in the immersive gameplay we have to offer. Battle through our amazing storylines! Further down the line in –

Game phase 2 we will introduce PlayerVPlayer combat mode where users can battle their characters against each other. A mobile phone version of the game will also be released for IOS and Android.

Game phase 3 will be the introduction of a free roaming RPG game where users will be able to roam through the Baby Vengers Multiverse completing gripping quests! This will be launched for PC and game console platforms.
OVERVIEW

PANCAKESWAP.

Through community feedback and our own research, we as a team, understood that we needed to be on the biggest exchange in BSC to extend our reach. There are several advantages:

1. Pancakeswap has 20-25 times more the daily trading volume of Apeswap.
2. Functioning trading on poocoin.
3. Correct charting on CoinGecko Coin Market Cap and DEXTOOLS!

WHAT ABOUT MATIC REWARDS?

MATICVERSE will be listed on Pancakeswap to trade, but you will still get Matic rewards from Apeswap! Our developer has implemented a way to do this in our new contract.

RELAUNCHING ON A NEW CONTRACT.

There are advantages to relaunching which will allow us to deliver on aspects that the team and community both wanted:

1. A bridge can be enabled between BSC and Polygon as we will have the tokens we need on both sides.
2. Our much-anticipated NFTs and game will have the perfect amount of supply for our rewards pool to fulfill MATICVERSE gaming rewards.

THE STORY SO FAR.

As Baby Matic we achieved so much success! Here is our story so far:

1. Achieved a $8mill market cap
2. 80x from original market cap!
3. Over 600,000 Matic tokens distributed to holders
4. CoinGecko and Coin Market Cap listing in under 72 hours
5. Over 6000 Telegram members!
6. Easy to use dashboard on website to see rewards earned!
7. Strategic partnership with famed marketing company BLOCKWIZ.
8. Launched on the Polygon Matic blockchain. Listed on QUICKSWAP.
9. MOST SIGNIFICANTLY, RELATIONSHIP WITH POLYGON MATIC ESTABLISHED! The only reward token with a relationship with their 'parent' token!

We regularly delivered as a team, blitzing through our original roadmap. Now, as MATICVERSE we will not only continue this trend, we will deliver even more!
**TOKENOMICS.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLYGON.</th>
<th>BSC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40,000,000,000 V1 Holders</td>
<td>40b v1 holders 20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,000,000,000 liquidity</td>
<td>25,000,000,000 liquidity 12.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,000,000,000 bridge</td>
<td>25,000,000,000 bridge (locked for a week) 12.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000,000,000 team</td>
<td>5,000,000,000 team (vested) 2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000,000,000 advisor</td>
<td>5,000,000,000 advisor (vested) 2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,000,000,000 private sale</td>
<td>10,000,000,000 pre sale 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000,000,000 marketing</td>
<td>5,000,000,000 marketing (vested) 2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70,000,000,000 game wallet</td>
<td>70,000,000,000 game wallet (locked for 2 weeks) 35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total: 200,000,000,000</td>
<td>Total: 200,000,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ROAD MAP.**

**Q3**

- **10k+ in Telegram group**
  A telegram group this large will allow us to have a community that can reach out to the far corners of the globe. This will allow our project to grow exponentially.

- **List on Pancakeswap**
  Allow the public to purchase the MATICVERSE on the most used exchange on BSC. It will allow further growth and access for the wider public.

- **Regular influencer interaction**
  Influencers are a gateway to attracting retail investors, which will ultimately add stimulus to the growth of the project. We will reach out to influencer on various social media platforms, create specific social media groups for our potential investors so they can communicate with each other in their native languages.

- **Establishing more partnerships with Tier 1 projects**
  This will allow the project to grow and gain credibility within the space. It will attract investors who understand the crypto world. Partnerships insinuate using each other in a positive way for the benefit of those involved. It will give access to resources for the growth of the project.

**Release of NFT’s**
A release of our first NFT collection series ‘Baby Vengers’.

**Release of Game Phase 1**
Release of first Baby Venger game playable for users. PvE play2earn game.

**Growing in Asian market via Asian market promotion**
For our project to hit the heights we want it to, the Asian continent is a market that is essential for us as a team to tap into. We will reach out to influencers on various social media platforms, create specific social media groups for our potential investors so they can communicate with each other in their native languages.

**10k + holders**
The bigger the number of holders the bigger the coin! Furthermore, the more holders the more Matic rewards paid out.

**CEX Listing (top 20)**
This is to expose our project to the people who do not use DEX’s. It will give them access to us whilst growing our project exponentially.

**Polygon community outreach**
As fans of Polygon Matic ourselves, we know how enthusiastic polygon fans are. Tapping into this pool of potential investors is ESSENTIAL to reach our maximum potential. Our token we believe is a Matic fans dream come true, and if we love it why wouldn’t they? To do this we would interact with a number of official and unofficial communities spreading the message of MATICVERSE!

**Release of first NFT collection series ‘Baby Vengers’**
As fans of Polygon Matic ourselves, we know how enthusiastic polygon fans are. Tapping into this pool of potential investors is ESSENTIAL to reach our maximum potential. Our token we believe is a Matic fans dream come true, and if we love it why wouldn’t they? To do this we would interact with a number of official and unofficial communities spreading the message of MATICVERSE!

**List on Pancakeswap**
Allow the public to purchase the MATICVERSE on the most used exchange on BSC. It will allow further growth and access for the wider public.

- **Regular influencer interaction**
  Influencers are a gateway to attracting retail investors, which will ultimately add stimulus to the growth of the project. We will reach out to influencer on various social media platforms, create specific social media groups for our potential investors so they can communicate with each other in their native languages.

- **Establishing more partnerships with Tier 1 projects**
  This will allow the project to grow and gain credibility within the space. It will attract investors who understand the crypto world. Partnerships insinuate using each other in a positive way for the benefit of those involved. It will give access to resources for the growth of the project.

**Release of NFT’s**
A release of our first NFT collection series ‘Baby Vengers’.

**Release of Game Phase 1**
Release of first Baby Venger game playable for users. PvE play2earn game.

**Growing in Asian market via Asian market promotion**
For our project to hit the heights we want it to, the Asian continent is a market that is essential for us as a team to tap into. We will reach out to influencers on various social media platforms, create specific social media groups for our potential investors so they can communicate with each other in their native languages.

**10k + holders**
The bigger the number of holders the bigger the coin! Furthermore, the more holders the more Matic rewards paid out.

**CEX Listing (top 20)**
This is to expose our project to the people who do not use DEX’s. It will give them access to us whilst growing our project exponentially.

**Polygon community outreach**
As fans of Polygon Matic ourselves, we know how enthusiastic polygon fans are. Tapping into this pool of potential investors is ESSENTIAL to reach our maximum potential. Our token we believe is a Matic fans dream come true, and if we love it why wouldn’t they? To do this we would interact with a number of official and unofficial communities spreading the message of MATICVERSE!

**Release of NFT’s**
A release of our first NFT collection series ‘Baby Vengers’.

**Release of Game Phase 1**
Release of first Baby Venger game playable for users. PvE play2earn game.

**Growing in Asian market via Asian market promotion**
For our project to hit the heights we want it to, the Asian continent is a market that is essential for us as a team to tap into. We will reach out to influencers on various social media platforms, create specific social media groups for our potential investors so they can communicate with each other in their native languages.

**10k + holders**
The bigger the number of holders the bigger the coin! Furthermore, the more holders the more Matic rewards paid out.

**CEX Listing (top 20)**
This is to expose our project to the people who do not use DEX’s. It will give them access to us whilst growing our project exponentially.

**Polygon community outreach**
As fans of Polygon Matic ourselves, we know how enthusiastic polygon fans are. Tapping into this pool of potential investors is ESSENTIAL to reach our maximum potential. Our token we believe is a Matic fans dream come true, and if we love it why wouldn’t they? To do this we would interact with a number of official and unofficial communities spreading the message of MATICVERSE!

**Release of NFT’s**
A release of our first NFT collection series ‘Baby Vengers’.

**Release of Game Phase 1**
Release of first Baby Venger game playable for users. PvE play2earn game.

**Growing in Asian market via Asian market promotion**
For our project to hit the heights we want it to, the Asian continent is a market that is essential for us as a team to tap into. We will reach out to influencers on various social media platforms, create specific social media groups for our potential investors so they can communicate with each other in their native languages.

**10k + holders**
The bigger the number of holders the bigger the coin! Furthermore, the more holders the more Matic rewards paid out.

**CEX Listing (top 20)**
This is to expose our project to the people who do not use DEX’s. It will give them access to us whilst growing our project exponentially.
ROADMAP.

Q4

Launchpad for Matic projects
As we establish ourselves as the number one Matic based token in this field, we want to be able to help launch other SAFE projects for the community to invest in, as one of the main reasons behind the creation of this project was to create a SAFE investment.

CEX listing (Top 5)
This will allow us to be exposed to many retail investors who do not use DEX’s. The potential for growth would be endless as we have seen with Shiba and Doge coin. However, we have a use case and benefit our holders. We would target such exchanges as Binance and Coinbase. We dream BIG here at MaticVerse.

100k+users of Game
We aim to have a huge community of gamers using our product, reaping the rewards and having fun!

Q1 2022.

Game Phase 3
Introduction of free roaming RPG game where users can roam our created multiverse. Game released on major console platforms and PC.

1 million+ Users of game and app
As a very famous man once said we’re not here to take part, we’re here to takeover!

Game Phase 2
Development of our game to include more game modes such as PvP, better graphics & animations, and tons of new features. This will also include the game being released as a mobile app available on iOS and Android.

100k+ holders
100k people earning Matic and enjoying our NFT and gaming products.

THE TEAM

Captain America
Asad Siddiqui
CEO

Ironman
Farhan Ghauri
CSO

Star Lord
Mahad Bajwa
CFO

Winter Soldier
Vishal
CMO

Doctor Strange
Zeeshan
Advisor

Thor
Rokr
CDO

Nick Fury
Cryptoboy
Advisor

Hawkeye
Zoro
Head of NFTs

Spiderman
Kauser Uddin
Social Media
Team Leader

Captain Marvel
Jules
Head of Art

Hulk
Ameen Farooqi
Marketing Executive

Black Panther
Vivek
Advisor

Falcon
Ridwan Hussain
Marketing Executive

Storm
Abnormal
Lead Developer

Loki
Abhi
PR Executive

Wolverine
Xa
Advisor

We all met through a De-fi server on discord and valiantly named ourselves the Shitcoin Avengers so with this in mind we shall reveal our characters!

The team at this moment in time are not fully doxed due to privacy reasons, however, some of the co-founders have!